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Abstract 
In this paper we present new measures for the bias in an import price index due to 
outsourcing. The m easure is developed fi rst for a high ly simplif ied case for the  
purpose of conveying the rationale for the measure. It is then generalized, yielding 
a m eaasure that could b e used in empirical stu dies. Before taking up this bias  
measurement problem , however, we expl ain the m easurement context. This  
contextual material makes it clear that  the growth of outs ourcing and offshoring 
poses mutliple interrelated problems for official statistics agencies.  
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1. Introduction 

 

 In June of 2007, Business Week’s chief economist, Michael Mandel turned a mass media 
spotlight on  the U.S. import pric e data: a p roblem that had com e to his a ttention as a 
consequence of research by Susan Housem an (2007). 2  Mandel explained in term s that law  
makers and the public could understand how price i ndex problems could result in the creation of 
phantom GDP. The gist of the argum ent is that key measures of inflation for the United States, 
which feed into m ultiple productivity and o ther national perfor mance measures, miss input cos t 
savings associated with the grow th of off-shoring. By now, ther e is serious concern and active 
research regarding possible bias problem s w ith price index and other econom ic pe rformance 
measures for the nation due to dom estic outsourcing as well as off shoring. 3  The original 

                                                 
1 Prepared for the Conference on Measurement Issues Arising from the Growth of Globalization, sponsored by the 
W.E. Upjohn Institute and  the National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA) and  held in Washington DC, 
November 6-7, 200 9. Th e au thors thank William Alterman , Su san Ho useman an d Emi Nak amura for helpful 
comments o n various drafts, and  th e So cial Scien ces and Hu manities Research Cou ncil o f Can ada (SSHRC) fo r 
partial funding. All errors and opinions are the sole responsibility of the authors. 
2 Houseman ( 2007) ex plains how t he fa ilure t o m easure off-shoring related i nput price declines  can res ult in a n 
underestimation of real inp ut utilization and an overestimation of th e growth of U.S. gross domestic product (with 
the c reation of phantom GDP) as  well as i n a n o verestimation of l abor an d m ultifactor productivity gr owth. 
Houseman argues that phantom GDP may be part of the explanation for why U.S. workers did not benefit more as 
the measured productivity of the U.S. economy grew.  
3 As Jarmin, Krizan and Tang (2009) explain: “The practice by which firms transfer all or part of their production to 
another company i s cal led ‘outsourcing’ i f t he partner business i s d omestic and ‘ offshoring’ i f f oreign.” M ore 
specifically, ou tsourcing occurs when firms sh ift serv ice an d m anufacturing activ ities to  un affiliated do mestic 
establishments or to un affiliated or af filiated estab lishments i n foreign countries. Off-shoring o ccurs wh en firms 
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contribution of this paper is to show how price index bias problem s attributable to input source  
substitution can be represented theoretically, and could potentially be measured.  

 We begin in section 2 w ith the Michael Ma ndel (2007) critique. In section 3, we briefly 
review some specifics of how the  U.S. I mport Price Index and Export Price Index of the 
International Prices Program are produced, as well as key featur es of how the Consumer Price 
Index and Producer Price Index are com piled. The role of the U.S. Integrated Annual Input-
Output (I-O) tables in productivity measurement for the United States is also explained in section 
4. The price index bias problem s that are the focu s of this paper are introduced in non-technical 
terms in section 5.  

 In section 6, we show how the bias due to outsourcing be measured. We first consider the 
simplified case of dom estic outsourcing and then, subsequently, we  note the m odifications that 
are needed to deal with the case of offshore out sourcing. We consider a very sim ple case where 
there are four firm s in the dom estic econom y producing and using a single hom ogeneous 
commodity. Firm 1 is a dom estic high cost producer  of the commodity that sells th is output to 
Firm 3 in pe riods 0 and 1. Firm  2 is a dom estic low cost producer of the comm odity and it sells 
its output to Firm 4 in both peri ods. Firm 3 is a dom estic firm that uses the output of the high 
cost firm in period 0. However, in period 1, firm 3 switches som e or all of its purchases of the 
homogeneous commodity to the low cost Firm 2; thus Firm 3 is the outsourcing firm, and Firm 4 
is a dom estic firm that uses the output of the lo w cost Firm  2 in both pe riods as an input. We 
consider the value flows among the firms. This result is then extended in appendix A to the multi 
firm case. Related price index bias m easures developed by Diewert in a 1998 paper are outlined 
in appendix B. In section 7 we share som e related concluding throug hts on the m easurement 
issues raised in this paper.   

 

2. The Michael Mandel Critique 

 

 In the  scen ario ou tlined by Business Week’s Micha el Mandel, an  estab lished U.S. 
company decides to outsource its form er domestic production activities to a foreign com pany. 
The decision of the company to both outsource and off-shore all of its production operations was 
taken because this lowers the cost to the company of obtaining the product that the company sells. 
The claim is that in attempting to restate the cost of the off-shored intermediate input in constant, 
base period dollars, the statistical agency underes timates the extent of the input cost reduction, 
with this understatement resulting in an overestimate of the contribution of the firm to U.S. gross 
domestic product (GDP) and, all else equal, in an  overestimate of the growth of U.S. GDP and 
productivity. 

 The parts of Mandel’s 2007 Business Week a rticle of  gr eatest r elevance to  the  issues 
considered in this paper is reproduced in box 1.  

                                                                                                                                                             
shift service and manufacturing activities abroad to unaffiliated firms or their own affiliates. In-shoring occurs when 
foreign firms shift service and manufacturing activities to firms in the United States that are affiliated or unaffiliated. 
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Box 1.  Michael Mandel (2007) on Price Measurement and Phantom GDP 

 

“Let’s walk step by  step through an exam ple. Suppose that in 2000 a Nort h Carolina factory  m ade a 
dining room table for $1 ,500. At the time, a factory in Chi na could make the same table, but not  cheaply 
enough or quickly enough to take business away from the American factory. 

Fast-forward to today. The ... Chinese factory can sell the table for $1,000 in the U.S., including shipping. 
The American com pany closes its factory and starts buying from China. U.S.  consumers are still buying 
the same tables as before.... 

How does this look t o th e governm ent statisticians? They atte mpt to calcu late the “real” value of  
consumption by measuring how much consumers spend on tables at different times and adjusting for the 
changes in pr ice. Then they  do the same for “real” im ports. In this exam ple, real domestic production is 
more or less the difference between the real value of consumption and the real value of imports.... 

Now, back to the dining room table. Between 2000 and 2007, the statisticians see that consumer spending 
on tables has dropped by one-third and that the pri ce has dropped by one-third (assuming all savings are 
passed along to consum ers with no mar kup for pr ofits). “Aha,” they  say to themselves, “The price drop  
accounts for all the chang e in spendin g, so the real value of cons umer spending hasn ’t changed.” They 
type in  their spreadsheets that the table  is wort h $1,500 to co nsumers in 2007 , m easured in inflatio n-
adjusted 2000 dollars. After all, it’s the same table as the ones made in 2000. 

Here’s the rub. The statisticians n eed to apply their inflation-adjust ment magic to the  imported table as 
well. But the  folks  at the BLS import price office ... have never seen that table before.... So instead of 
figuring in a price drop of one-third for the im ported table, they assu me a much smaller price decline or 
perhaps no price drop at al l. When they tally it up, they give the imported table a value of  about $1,000, 
measured in inflation-adjusted 2000 dollars. 

Their m ethod leads to a serious m istake. The real value of im ports looks le ss than the  real value of 
consumption, b y $500. A fter appl ying an arcane st atistical adjustm ent, the governm ent would rep ort 
domestic production of roughly $250, even though no furniture production has taken place in the U.S. 

This happens over and over as production of new types of goods and services moves offshore.” 

 

 William Alterm an (2009) of the U.S. Bureau  of Labor Statis tics (BLS) explains  that 
although BLS was aware of the potential data gaps  that are pointed out by Mandel (2007) and by 
Houseman (2007), shifts over tim e between dom estic and foreign pro duction had previously 
seemed gradual enough that the potential price index problems were not judged by BLS to be a 
serious concern. He notes also th at this potential bias problem  has presum ably been growing 
more serious as the prevalence of outsourcing and off shoring has grown.  
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3. Key U.S. Statistical Agency Price Index Programs4 

 
 To better understand the m easurement probl ems associated with outsourcing, a little 
background regarding the m ain U.S. price m easurement programs of the BLS is he lpful. These 
programs cover international (import and export) prices, domestic producer prices, and consumer 
prices.  
 Producers increas ingly are sourcing interm ediate inputs from both dom estic and 
international producers. Hence ther e is growing interest  in the development of a new input price 
index program that would span both domestically produced and foreign produced inputs.5  
 In considering the nature of the price m easurement bias problems that are resulting from 
the growth of outsourcing and o ffshoring, and the challenges invo lved in developing an input 
price index f or the United States, it is helpf ul to have some background on the U.S. Consum er 
Price Index (CPI) as well as the Producer Price Index (PPI) for domestic producer prices and the 
Import Price Index (MPI) for the prices of im ported products. Previous re lated research on price 
index bias problems was carried out in a CPI context.  

 The U.S. International Price Program (IPP) produces and dissem inates data on the 
foreign trade of the United States. T he target universe consists of all goods and services sold by 
U.S. residents to foreign buyers for the export price indexes (XPI) and purchased from abroad by 
U.S. residents for the import price indexes (MPI). Ideally, the IPP should reflect the total breadth 
of U.S. trade in goods and services in the priv ate sector. Goods shipped between establishm ents 
owned by the same company are also included. On th e services side, however, there is progress, 
but the coverage is still far less than for goods.6  

 The import merchandise sampling frames are obtained f rom the U.S. Custom s Service. 
The export m erchandise sampling frames are obta ined from the Canadian Custom s Service for 
exports to Canada and from the Bureau of the Census for exports to the rest of the world.  

 A multistage design is used to select specifi c import and export item s that can be priced 
over tim e. The first stage selects estab lishments independently within each  broad product 
category (stratum). An establishm ent can be se lected for more than one product category. The 
second stage selects detailed product categories within each establishment/product stratum pair.  

 During an initial visit to a sele cted estab lishment, a BLS f ield econo mist attem pts to  
collect p roduct items, item specifications,  and in itial p rices f or the  sele cted items. Subsequent 
pricing is conducted by the BLS national office on a monthly basis for goods and on a quarterly 
basis for services. Designated re spondents are sent a pricing form  that contains previously 
supplied information about each pro duct item to be priced, including detailed item  descriptions 

                                                 
4  The m aterial in t his sect ion dra ws heavily on c hapters 14 , 15 a nd 17 of t he BLS Handbook of Methods, 
“International Price Indexes,” available at http://www.bls.gov/opub/hom/pdf/homch15.pdf. 
5 See Alterman (2008), and Alterman, Siegel and Adonizio (2008). 
6 Jensen (2009) notes t hat services t rade i s growing and there is an in creasing sen se th at technological change is  
making i t easi er and l ess expensive to provide se rvices from a di stance. Brown et  al . (2009) have developed the 
2009 National Organization Survey (NOS) designed to c ollect data on em ployment according to a set of e xclusive 
and exhaustive business functions. They explain that the information collected would include data on outsourcing 
and off-shoringfor a representative sample of United States organizations. 
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and trade factors. The trade factors associated with e ach item  include the country of 
origin/destination, any discount st ructure, the type of buyer or seller, and for imports when 
appropriate, the duty amount. 

 The Producer Price Index (PPI) m easures average changes in prices received by 
domestic producers for their output. Th e output of virtually every industry in the m ining and 
manufacturing sectors of the economy  as well as from  agriculture, fishing, forestry, utilities, and 
construction, and the output of th e services and other sectors that  produce intangible products is 
all conceptually w ithin the PPI  universe, though coverage is still sparse outside of the 
manufacturing sector.  

 In the case of the PPI, an individually design ed sample is constructed for each indu stry. 
The first step in creating an indus try sample is to compile a universe frame of establishments for 
the industry. The primary source for compiling an industry specific universe of establishments is 
the Unem ployment Ins urance (UI) adm inistrative data because m ost em ployers are legally 
required to participate in the UI program.  

 Establishments are the appropriate un its from which to collect production and 
employment data. Howe ver, in m any cases, establishm ents are not the appropriate unit for the 
collection of producer price inform ation. Thus the next step in constructing an industry sam ple 
consists of clustering establishments into p rice-forming units. Once a lis t of price-forming units 
in an industry has been com piled, the list m ay be  stratified by variables appropriate for that 
industry. T he criterion for iden tifying the sampling strata is whether price trends m ay be 
different for different values of a variable.   

 For each p rice-forming unit, the probability  of selection  for price  colle ction is  
proportionate to size. Ideally, the proper m easure of size would be the total revenue of the unit. 
However, employm ent is used as a proxy for size because em ployment inform ation is m ore 
readily available. The BLS sam ple for the pro ducers for each industry  and output is updated 
every few years.  

 If an estab lishment agrees to participat e in the PPI program, the BLS field econom ist 
proceeds to select those types of transactions th at are to be priced th rough time from among all 
of the unit’s revenue-p roducing ac tivities. A probability  sam pling technique is used in thi s 
selection process. This procedure assigns to each category of items shipped, and to each category 
of other types of receipts, a pr obability of selecti on proportionate to the value of the category 
within the reporting unit. The categ ories selected are broken into additional detail in subsequent  
stages, until unique items or unique types of other receipts are identified. Even after a physically 
unique item has been selected, it is usually deemed necessary to d isaggregate further. For 
example, if the sam e physical item is sold at more than one price, then the co nditions that 
determine that price -- such as th e size of the order, the type of  customer, and so forth -- also 
must be selected on the basis of probability. 7 This method for identifying the transaction terms is 
said to ensure that the same type of transaction is priced over time and also to help minimize bias 
related to the specification of the terms of sale.8 

                                                 
7 Changes in transportation costs are reflected in  industry price indexes only when the producing company delivers 
the product itself without hiring a third-party shipper.  
8 Because the PPI is m eant to m easure cha nges in net re venues received by producers, changes in excise taxes, 
which are revenues collected on behalf of the government, are not reflected in the index. However, changes in rebate 
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 If the price indexes which are used to conve rt growth in nominal value added output into 
real value added output m ostly m iss input price declines associated w ith changes in input 
sourcing (including the sourcing cha nges that accom pany outsourcing),9 this can lead to bia sed 
estimates of economic growth and productivity as well as of inflation.  

 An extreme example may help convey the essence of the problem. Suppose that the price 
of each product remains fixed for the entire life of  the product and all price adjustm ent occurs at 
the tim e of product replacem ents. Suppose th at the p roduct repl acements involve no quality 
change. Consumers can observe the quality of each product, and th ey recognize that prices have 
been rising over tim e. However,  a price index based only on pr ice c omparisons f or identical  
items will remain constant over time in this example since prices only change along with product 
replacements.  

 The Consumer Price Index (CPI) provides a measure of the av erage change over time in 
the prices of consumer products. The set of all product item s purchased by consumers is divided 
into 211  ca tegories ca lled item stra ta. Within each item stratum, one or m ore subs trata, called 
entry-level items (ELIs), are defined.  

 In the spatial dim ension, the urban portion of the United States is divided into 38 
geographic areas. As already no ted, the set of all product ite ms purchased by consum ers is 
divided into 211 categories called item strata, there are 8,018 ( 38 x 211) product item and area  
(i.e., item-area) combinations.  

 The CPI is calcu lated in two stages. The first stage is the calcu lation of basic indexes,  
which show the average price change for each  of the 8,018 CPI product item -area combinations. 
Then, at the second stage, aggregate indexes are produced by averaging across subsets of the 
8,018 CPI item -area com binations. The weights for the second stage are derived from 
expenditure aggregates compiled from Consumer Expenditure Survey (CE) data 

 The s mallest geographic areas in which the first stage pricing is done for the CPI  are 
called primary sampling units (PSUs). Within these areas, sales outlets are chosen w here people 
shop. The selected outlets are matched to a sample of product items that consumers buy.  

 A BLS field representative visits each selected outlet. For each ELI assigned to the outlet 
for price collection, the field repr esentative uses a m ultistage probability selection technique to 
select a specific item from among all the items the outlet sells that fall within the ELI definition.  
With the assistan ce of the outlet official design ated to b e the contac t for the BLS for the CPI 
pricing exercise (referred to as the respondent for the outlet), the BLS field representative assigns 
probabilities of selection to each group. These probabilities are proportiona l to the sales of the 
items included in each group.  

 To enable the CPI to reflect ch anges in  th e marketp lace, new product item  and outlet  
samples are selected each year, on a rotating ba sis. Rotation of outlet and item  samples by item 
category and geographic area,  rather than by ar ea alone, is believ ed to m itigate both outle t and 
product substitution bias problems.  

 

                                                                                                                                                             
programs, low-interest financing plans, and other sales promotion techniques are reflected to the extent that these 
policies affect the net proceeds ultimately realized by the producer for a unit sale. 
9 Byrne, Kovak and Michaels (2009) note a similar problem with the IPP price indexes. 
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4. Constant Price Measures of Domestic Producer Purchases and Sales 

 

 In orde r to  m easure in dustry tota l f actor p roductivity ac curately, w e requ ire re liable 
information not only on the outputs produced and the labor input utilized by the industry but also 
on intermediate input utilized by the industry. In  the United States, inform ation on the nom inal 
and real (i.e., constant dollar) purchases of intermediate inputs by i ndustry com es from  the  
system of input-output tables. 

 

4.1 The U.S. input-output (I-O) tables 

 The benchmark nominal I-O make, use and requirements tables are briefly explained here. 
We then outline how these tables are converted to the corresponding real I-O tables, and discuss 
shortcomings of these tables..  

 The make table shows the production of comm odities by industry. Each industry for the 
adopted ind ustry classif ication gets its own row in a m ake table, and  each product for the 
adopted product classification gets its own colu mn. Across a row, all th e commodities produced 
by an industry are identified, and the sum  of t hese entries equals the output of the industry. 
Looking down a column, all the industries produc ing a specific commodity are given, and the 
sum of these entries equals the total output for that commodity.   

 The use table shows th e uses of  c ommodities by in termediate and f inal use rs. E ach 
commodity gets a row in the use table, rath er than a column as in the m ake table. And in a use 
table, part of the columns represent the differe nt industries, som e of which use som e of the  
designated commodities as interm ediate inputs, and the r emaining columns are f or the variou s 
types of final users for the products. The sum of the entries in a row is the output of a commodity. 
The colum ns show the products co nsumed by each  industry as well as the com pensation of 
employees, taxes on production, and im ports less subsidies, and the gross operating surplus. The 
sum of the entries in a column is that industry’s output.  

 In addition, there are four requ irements tables: a direct requ irements table and three total 
requirements tables. The direct requirements table shows the am ount of a commodity that is 
required by each industry to produce a dollar of the industry ’s output. Total requirements tables 
show the relationship between final uses and gross output. The comm odity-by-commodity total 
requirements table shows the production required, both directly and indirectly, of the commodity 
at the beginning of each row per dollar of delivery to final use of the commodity at the top of the 
column. The industry-by-comm odity total requ irements table shows the production required,  
both directly and indirec tly, from the industry at the beginni ng of the row per dollar of delivery 
to final use of the commodity at the top of  the colum n. And the industry-by-industry total 
requirements table shows the production required, bot h directly and indirectly, from  the industry 
at the beginning of the row per do llar of delivery to final use of  the ind ustry a t the top of  the  
column. 
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 Valuation concerns the decision to include or  exclude taxes, subsidies and transport costs 
in the price of outputs and inputs. The 1993 System of Nati onal Accounts (SNA 1993) 10 
distinguishes between valuations at basic prices, at producer’s prices, and at purchaser’s prices: 

 Basic price valuation is intended to m easure the am ount retained by the producer; it 
excludes taxes payable and any transport charges invoiced sepa rately, but includes 
subsidies receivable, as a consequence of production or sale.  

 Producer prices include taxes on products, but exclude subsidies; rather than representing 
the am ount actually retained by the producer (as for the basic price), producer price 
valuation reflects the amount at which a transaction was concluded or took place.  

 Purchaser’s prices are the amounts actually expensed by purchasers to take possession of 
products at specific places and tim es; thus, purchaser p rice v aluation is esp ecially 
relevant for purchasing decisions. 

 The SNA 1993 does not give m uch advice on  how to construct real supply and use 
matrices, but countries that produce constant pri ce input-output m atrices, including the United 
States, use the following basic methodology: 

 Construct gross output price indexes for the list of commodities that are distinguished by 
the statistical agency in its supply and use tables; 

 Use these output based price indexes to deflate the cells in the corresponding commodity 
row along all of the industry co lumns of the m atrix of gro ss output values produced 
during the accounting period in order to obt ain a m atrix of real gross outputs by 
commodity and industry (which is a real make matrix); and 

 Again use the output based price indexes to  deflate the cells in the corresponding 
commodity row along all of the industry columns of the m atrix of interm ediate input  
values purchased during the accounting period in order to  obtain a m atrix of real 
intermediate inputs by commodity and industry (which is a real use matrix). 

The statistical agency then m ay find that total real supply by commodity does not equal the 
corresponding total real dem and by commodity and various bala ncing exercises are som etimes 
used to achieve internal consistency within the I-O accounts between supply and demand. 

 A transaction is an economic flow between establishments, or from an establishment to a 
final user. Transactions are the principal building blocks for the construction of the I-O use table. 
Yet Horowitz and Planting (2006) explain that the estimation of transactions is often referred to 
as “the art of input-output” because of the paucity of data in m any areas for m easuring 
transactions. For example, whereas the use table purportedly shows the distribution of goods and 
services by their ultimate uses, many industries and final users report that they do not know how 
to supply information on the purchases of goods in producers’ prices or on the associated costs of 
transportation and of trade m arkups. Thus, with th e help of other data, officials of the U.S. 
Bureau of Econom ic Analysis (BEA) estimate the cost of transporti ng the goods and the costs 
associated with wholesaling or retailing these goods, and then they estimate the producer values.  

                                                 
10 See Eurostat et al. (1993). 
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 In order to m easure industry total factor produ ctivity accurately, reliable infor mation is  
needed not only for the outputs prod uced and the labor input utili zed by the industry but also for 
intermediate input utilized by th e industry. Unfortunately, much of  this inform ation is created 
with the aid of assumptions that are unlikely to hold, especially in periods when outsourcing and 
off-shoring or in-shoring are growing.11 

 Even the intersec toral value f lows of  materials are incom plete. Moreover, there are no 
surveys (to our knowledge) on the interindustry fl ows of business services or for the inter-
industry flows of leased capital . Indeed, using the present nati onal accounts conventions, leased 
capital resides in the sector of ownership which is generally the Finance sector. This presum ably 
leads to a large overstatem ent of the capital input into  Finance and a corresponding 
underestimate of capital services use into the sectors where the leased  capital is, in fact, utilized 
for production.  

 

4.2 Associated employment measurement issues 

 Ruggles and Ruggles (1970) warn that: 

“It is im portant that the employment data be developed using precisely the sam e 
classifications used for incom e originating by industry. If this is done, it is then 
possible to derive incom e per worker by industry, and to show how this changes 
in different industries over time.”  

Yet, based on economic census data, the compensation of the leased employees is included in the 
employee leasing industry, which is part of the professional and business services sector. The 
employee leasing services industry is com posed prim arily of te mporary help agencies and 
professional employer organizations (PEOs). Client industries that  use leased em ployee services 
consume t hese services as interm ediate inputs. Hence, econom ic census based labor 
compensation for client industries does not in clude the leased em ployees working on their 
premises.  

 BLS strives to include the em ployment and pa yroll of  le ased em ployees in  the  clien t 
industries where they work and provide labor se rvices. However, Houseman (2007) is concerned 
that the indirect techniques used for the benc hmark I-O accounts to im pute some components of 
employment services to m anufacturing industries have led to an  understatement the quantity of 
labor used in m anufacturing and to an overstate ment of labor utiliza tion in non-m anufacturing. 
Houseman also argues  that,  becaus e of how BLS com piles the estim ates, bo th do mestic and 
foreign outsourcing have important implications for productivity measurement.  

 Dey, Housem an and Polivka (2006) constr ucted a panel datase t on em ployment by 
occupation and industry. They use these data to document the dram atic ri se in the num ber of 
employment services workers assigned to manufacturing over the period of 1989 to 2000. They 

                                                 
11 For example, Eldridge and Harper (2009) explain that, “BEA produces import matrices as supplementary tables to 
the annual input-output (I-O) accounts. For each commodity, the import-matrix table shows the value of imports of 
that same commodity used by each industry. Because suc h information is not available from  most businesses, the 
estimates must be imputed from data available in the annual I-O accounts. The imputed-import values are based on 
the assu mption th at each ind ustry uses i mports of a co mmodity in  t he sam e p roportion as imports-to-domestic 
supply of the same commodity.” 
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find that, although officially m easured em ployment in m anufacturing d eclined by 4.1 percent 
from 1989 t o 2000, after counting employm ent services workers assigned to m anufacturing, the 
employment in that sector rose by an estim ated 1.4 percent. They also find that, from 2000 to 
2001, staffing agency workers bore a dispropor tionate share of em ployment reductions in 
manufacturing, but that outsourcing to staffing services expanded again from 2001 to 2004.  

 In addition to having important im plications for labor utilization, outsourcing to staffing 
services significantly affects labor productiv ity measurement in manufacturing. Outsourcing can 
distort simple labor productivity m easures, defined as m anufacturing output divided by 
manufacturing employment, because labor supplied by the contract sector is not co unted in the 
denominator of the labor productivity measures.  

 

4.3 The U.S. integrated annual industry accounts (AIAs) 

 The benchm ark I-O tables introduced in section 4.1 provide the foundation for the 
production of the integrated annual industry a ccounts: the AIAs. The  AIAs are integrated 
statistically and conceptually wi th the estim ates of final expend itures and industry estim ates of 
gross output and value added, and, in this sense, ar e internally consistent. The time series of the 
AIAs are estimated within the framework of balanced make and use tables. Yuskavage, Strassner, 
and Medeiros (2008) write that: “The additional layers of inte rnal consistency in the AIAs  
increase the overall reliability of the estimates of intermediate inputs by industry.”  

 The detailed benchm ark accounts are prepared every five years using the m ost recent 
economic census data. To obtain annual updates of the AIAs, the BEA must estim ate the 
composition of industry outputs and inputs. No minal value added by industry estim ates are 
available annually for the com pensation of employees, taxes on production, imports less 
subsidies, and the gross operating surplus. Annua l survey data are available from the Census 
Bureau for updating industry gross output for all of the m anufacturing industries and for most of 
the services industries, including the industries that provid e outsourcing-related services. Annual 
national accounts data are also available for updating estimates of final expenditures and imports. 
However, data are not available annually for updating estimates of purchased services by 
manufacturing industries and purchased materials used by non-manufacturing industries.  

 BEA’s procedures for annual updates rely  partly on the assum ption that the real 
(constant-price) use of interm ediate inputs relati ve to the industry’s real gross output has not 
changed from the prior year. This is som etimes referred to as a “constant industry technology” 
assumption. An industry’s real intermediate inputs are thus initially updated based on changes in 
its real gross output. The nom inal value of its interm ediate inputs for the current year is further 
adjusted based on price changes for the detailed commodity inputs.  

 Yuskavage, Strassner, and Medeiros (2008) wr ite that the availabil ity of the AIA data 
allows integrated analysis of industry output , inputs, em ployment, final de mand, and im ports.12 
They argue that the AIAs are well-suited for studying im portant developments in the economy 
including outsourcing “because th e rich indus try-level data on production, em ployment, and 

                                                 
12 Similarly, Strassner, Yuskavage and L ee (2009) write th at data from the BEA Ann ual Industry Accounts can be 
used t o i dentify n ot o nly t he use s of i mported goods (i ntermediate vs. fi nal) but al so t he overall i mportance of 
imported products by measuring their value relative to the value of comparable domestically produced goods. 
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prices are tightly integrated with the national economic accounts data for final uses and imports.” 
Other researchers have used th e input-output structure of th e econom y and detailed data on 
imports to impute im ported goods and services to  user industries and consum ers (e.g., Kurz and 
Lengermann, 2008). However, the “internal consistency” of economic accounts is not necessarily 
equivalent to the accuracy of economic accounts. Some critics argue that the internal consistency 
serves as a camouflage for potentially important errors in the official statistics portrait of the U.S. 
economy.13 

 

4.4 Foreign involvement and other problems with the U.S. I-O tables 

 I-O tables are frequently used to calculate the impact of changes in final uses on domestic 
output, income, or e mployment of industries usi ng the total requirem ents matrix. However, in 
accord with the recommended practices of the S NA 1993,14 the I-O tables used to develop these 
multipliers do not distinguish commodity inputs from foreign versus domestic sources. Hence, to 
calculate the domestic portion of the multiplier, the industry inputs from foreign sources must be 
removed, and this rem oval is accomplished usi ng an im port m atrix created  by as suming that 
imports are used in the same proportion across all industries and final uses: an assumption that 
allows BEA officials to estimate imports used as a share of the total use of each product item.  

 Houseman (2009) explains that import growth from developing countries vastly outpaced 
import growth from advanced countries from 2000 to 2007, and in recent years the current dollar 
value of no n-petroleum commodity im ports fr om develop ing countries exceed ed that from 
advanced countries. The increase from China was particularly dramatic. The growth of offshore  
outsourcing and offshoring has spur red a heated debate over its effects on the U.S. economy and 
workers. Unfortunately, however, data on the use of im ports by industries and final uses are not 
collected in the United States.  

 When an outlet supplyin g a price quote disa ppears and is replaced by a new outlet, the 
new outlet price quote does not i mmediately replace the missing price quote. Price quotes are 
obtained from the new outlet for at least two periods, and then a price ratio using only new outlet 
prices is linked into the index at the end of the second period. Thus any absolute change in prices 
going from the old outlet to the ne w outlet is ignored. This is the procedural source of the outlet  
substitution bias problem.15 

                                                 
13 Feenstra and  Bradford (2009) state it is highly d esirable to  m ove b eyond t his assum ption t o obtain a d irect 
measure of imported materials by industry, and we agree with them. The recently published Export and Import Price 
Index Manual: Theory and Practice also recommends extending the input output tables in the System of National 
Accounts and in Producer Price Index programs to distinguish industry supplies by domestic deliveries and exports 
and i ndustry i ntermediate i nput dem ands by domestic sou rces an d i mports; see  c hapters 1 5, 18 a nd 19 i n t he 
International Monetary Fund (2009). 
14 See Table 15.1 in Eurostat et al. (1993). 
15  Marshall Rein sdorf (1993) d irected atten tion to  t his problem. Subs equent a nalyses re vealed t hat substantial 
portions of the estimated biases that Reinsdorf (1993) attributed to ou tlet substitution were, in fact, due to an ind ex 
formula problem that was subsequently corrected; Reinsdorf and Moulton (1994) argue that when the BLS moved to 
probability sampling of prices in 1978, the micro price quotations were aggregated together using an index number 
formula t hat generat es a n u pward bi as. Moulton ( 1993), R einsdorf (1994a), ( 1994b), (1994c) a nd Armknecht, 
Moulton an d Stewart (19 94) fou nd sup porting resu lts too . Howev er, oth er sorts o f ou tlet substitution b ias have 
subsequently been recognized.  
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 Off-shoring involves the substitution of imported intermediate inputs for domestic inputs, 
presumably motivated in most cases by price considerations. Houseman (2008, 2009) argues that 
the U.S. price index program s (the CPI, PPI and IPP) involve procedural rules (s ummarized in 
section 3) that result in  these indexes missing the effects o f price chan ges such as  the declines 
that often accompany changes in sourcing for input s. All else equal, a growth of out sourcing or 
off-shoring or both would m ean more changes in sourcing. If cost sa vings and input price 
declines typically occur along w ith switches to outsourcing or o ff-shoring or any other sourcing 
changes that result in a change of the com pany that is providing an input  product, these savings 
and price declines will typically be m issed by the official m easures o f price chan ge. All els e 
equal, th e consequence will be an  underestimate of  the g rowth of real (i. e., con stant p rice) 
imported inputs and real output, and productivity growth in U.S. industries will tend to be 
overstated. These m easurement pro blems are s imilar in  na ture to  the  outle t subs titution bia s 
problem for the CPI. 

 

5. Two Bias Problems in the IPP 

5.1 Outlet substitution bias problems in the IPP 

 The U.S. i mport and export price indexes ar e based on m icro price-data collected from 
U.S. firms. In these data, as reported by others,16 roughly 5 percent of products are replaced each 
month. Also, reported prices change infrequently in these data. The frequency of price change of 
the median product is only about 8 percent per month. This im plies that roughly 45% of price 
series in these data have no price changes and more than 70 percent have 2 price changes or less.  

 An i mportant reason f or the introduction of  the IPP at the BLS was to be able to  
adequately control for quality and composition and thereby measure pure price changes. The IPP 
has therefore taken great care in the way it defi nes a product. The defin ition of a product in the 
IPP data includes not only a unique  product identifie r such as a bar code, but also other “price 
determining characteristics” identified by the BLS su ch as the term s of the transaction, size of 
the shipment and often even the identity of the seller. A product, as the BLS operationally uses  
the term, is therefore often a contract between a particular buyer and seller. A new product is not 
necessarily totally new to the world but rather new to a particular buyer-seller interaction.  

 From the perspective of controlling for quality change, it is probably desirable to define a 
product sufficiently narrowly that products with any observable diffe rences in characteristics are 
viewed as entirely different products. However,  for i mport and export prices, this approach 
would lead to difficul ties in repricing som e types of products since the products im ported by a 
firm are found to differ slightly from one shipm ent to the next. To deal with this problem , the 
IPP takes a m ore pragm atic approach. In cases where there has been  a substan tial change in 
quality, the IPP discontinues the form er item and initiates a  new item  with a new descrip tion. 
The product is also rep laced if it is not possible to quantify the magnitude of the quality change, 
or if it is discontinued. To avoid sacrificing repr icability, however, th e IPP m ay deem  som e 
product characteristics to be non-price determining.  

 Problems with cap turing price dro ps due to  substitu tion in the Consum er Price Index 
(CPI) were recognized long ago. Diewert (1998) disti nguishes and provides estim ates of the  

                                                 
16 See Gopinath and Rigobon (2008). 
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likely magnitude of three sorts of CPI substitution bi as problems. (See appe ndix B for furthe r 
details.) What Diewert refers to as the elem entary substitution bias aris es because of consum er 
substitution acros s outlets for commodities de fined narro wly in term s of both the p roduct 
attributes an d the sales outle ts. Commodity s ubstitution h as to do with consum er substitution  
among products. Finally , outlet subs titution involves shifts in the outlets where consum ers are 
buying. However, the potential counterpart problems with the Producer Price Index (PPI) and the 
Import Price Index (MPI) have been neglected. 

 

5.2 Product replacement bias problems in the IPP 

 Emi Nakamura and Jón Steinsson (2009c) (N S hereafter) use IPP micro data on import 
and export prices over the pe riod 1994-2007 to estim ate the quant itative importance of product 
replacement bias. 17 More specifically,  they use th ree sets of data. F irst, they use the m icrodata 
underlying the U.S. import and export price indexes. Second, they use aggregate U.S. import and 
export price indexes produced by the BEA. Third, th ey use exchange rate data from the Federal 
Reserve Board and the International Monetary Fund (IMF).  

 NS explain that if price ad justments dispropor tionately occur at the tim e of product 
replacements, with current index num ber prac tice, m any price adjustme nts are m issed. Prices 
change infrequently in the m icro data that are used in compiling the MPI and XPI. According to 
NS, this apparent pr ice stability r eflects the r eality that, in constructing price indexes, price 
adjustments that occur at the time of product replacements tend to be dropped.  

 NS explain that the I PP data are  collec ted using volun tary surv eys f illed out by a 
designated “reporter” at each firm . To initiate a product into  the d ataset, IPP collects a detailed  
item description and a particular set of transaction terms. Item descriptions include the physical 
characteristics and specifications of an item , while transaction terms include the number or type 
of units priced, the count ry of  de stination o r origin,  the  port of exit or entry, the discount  
structure, and in some cases the duty applied to the product.  

 After the product is initiated, price inform ation is collected using a repricing form . The 
repricing forms include pre-filled infor mation collected during the initialization process, such as 
the characteristics of the product, the term s of the transaction, and the discount structure. The 
repricing form first ask s whether the price  has changed relative to the pr evious month and then 
asks the respondent to report a new price if the price did cha nge. One concern that NS rais e 
about this procedure is that it may introduce a bias toward firms reporting no price change.  

 Of the total num ber of product-m onths in th e database, NS find that reported prices are 
not available in about 40 percent of cases. A large fraction of product substitutions occur because 
one product is discontin ued, to be replaced by a new product. If prices are renego tiated when 
firms start importing or exporting a product, then these prices will  be reset, whereas the prices of 
many continuing products are rigid for a num ber of periods. NS report that  about 60 percent of  

                                                 
17  The IPP is  c harged with c ollecting both interfirm  and intrafirm pri ces for inte rnational trade. Because of 
difficulties in interpreting intrafirm transactions, NS exclude intrafirm prices in their baseline analysis. 
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the substitutions in the BLS data arise because th e product that a particular  firm is importing or 
exporting actually changes.18 

 For m ost products, ho wever, it is costly and difficult to  accurately m easure quality 
change. Thus, a large fraction of product replacem ents are “linked-into” the index; so that the 
price comparison between the first observation of the new product and the last observation of the 
old product is dropped when changes in the index are calculated. Th e im plicit assum ption 
embodied in this linking practice for dealing with  new products into the price index is that the 
frequency and size of price ch anges at the time of product replacements are the same on average 
as the frequency and size of price changes for continuing products. NS argue that this is a poor 
assumption since firm s must set new prices fo r newly introduced products, while continuing 
products have a low probability of price change. If  this perspective is co rrect, then conventional 
matched model price indexes will tend to underestimate the responsiveness of prices to aggregate 
variables since they disproportionately drop price change observations. 

 NS note that one way to view m atched model price ind exes is as im plicitly imputing a 
price change for newly introduced pr oducts that is equal to the aver age change in the price of all 
continuing products. In contrast, their research indicates that the effective price change for newly 
introduced products has the sam e distribution as the effective pr ice change of all continuing 
products that change their price in that period l. This implies that the change in the effective price 
of newly introduced products is much larger on average than the average price change of all 
continuing products. 

 NS refer to the resulting bias as “product replacement bias.” They em pirically quantify 
the magnitude of product replacement bias using estimates of price rigidity and the frequency of 
product replacements for U.S. i mport and export price data. 19 (Note that the bias prob lem they 
consider is not th e outlet subs titution bias  pro blem in the  liter ature o n the CPI,  s ince NS a re 
assessing the impact on exchange rate pass through.). 

                                                 
18 NS explain that it is difficult to estimate the fraction of substitutions that involve a version change or upgrade. The 
dataset con tains a flag  ind icating wh ether a p roduct sub stitution is due to  su ch a v ersion ch ange o r upgrade. 
However, there are at least two reasons why this flag is unreliable. First, for most of th e time period we st udy, to 
qualify as a version change or upgrade, the replacement product must fall into the same HS10 category. Since these 
categories are extremely disaggregated, it often happens that the replacement product falls in a different HS10 code. 
For example, male cows  and fem ale cows are different HS10, as a re VHS players and DVD players. Sec ond, NS 
report th at BLS econ omists have i ndicated th at many product d iscontinuations are fo llowed by rein itiations o f 
similar products by a BLS field representative. 
19 Monetary economists are especially wo rried about price rigidity  because of its the oretical and em pirical link to 
monetary neutrality. Nakamura and Steinsson (2009a) explain that: “Empirical ev idence suggests that as m uch as  
1/3 of the U.S. business cycle is due to nominal shocks.” The treatment of in termediate goods is po tentially very 
important in th is literature t oo. Nakamura and Stein sson calibrate a multi-sector m enu co st m odel u sing new 
evidence on the cross -sectional distribution of the frequency and size of price changes in the U.S. ec onomy. They 
augment the model to incorporate intermediate inputs. They then show that the introduction of heterogeneity in the 
frequency of price c hange t riples t he degree o f m onetary n on-neutrality generat ed by t he m odel. They  s how 
furthermore that th e in troduction of in termediate in puts raises th e d egree o f m onetary n on-neutrality b y ano ther 
factor of t hree, witho ut adv ersely a ectin g th e m odel's ability to  match the larg e av erage size of price ch anges. 
Nakamura and Steinsson (2009a) conclude: “Our m ulti-sector menu cost model with in termediate inputs ge nerates 
variation in real output in response to calibrated aggregate nominal shocks that can account for roughly 23% of the 
U.S. business cycle.” For more empirical and theoretial evidence on price rigidity, see also Nakamura and Steinsson 
(2009b) (2009c) and E. Nakamura (2008). 
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6. Can the Bias in Input Price Indexes Due to Outsourcing Be Measured? 

 

 In the previous sections, we have di scussed a num ber of econom ic m easurement 
problems believed to result from, or that hamper proper assessment of, the growth of outsourcing 
and offshoring. Here and in appendix A we focu s on just one of these problem s: one for which 
we derive expressions for the resulting price index bias problem under alternative circumstances. 
The bias in input price in dexes that results from a firm that switches from a high cost supplier to 
a lower cost supplier of an input can be m easured in principle but it will not be easy to  
accomplish this task  in practice. 20 We will f irst consider the  case of domestic outsou rcing and  
then at th e end of this section, will note the m odifications to the analysis that are necessary t o 
deal with the case of offshore outsourcing.21 

 In this section, we will consider a v ery simple model where there are f our establishments 
or firms, or more generally, four sectors in th e domestic economy that are either producing or 
using a particular hom ogeneous commodity.22 Two of the sectors are supplying the commodity 
to the o ther two secto rs. The activ ities of the four sectors with resp ect to the homogeneous  
commodity can be described as follows: 

 Sector 1 is a dom estic high cost  producer of the commodity a nd it sells the target output 
to sector 3 in periods 0 and 1; 

 Sector 2 is a domestic low cost producer of the commodity and it sells the target output to 
sector 4 in both periods but it also sells this output to sector 3 in period 1; 

 Sector 3 is a domestic sector that uses the output of the high cost sector in period 0 but in 
period 1, then switches som e or all of its purchases of the hom ogeneous commodi ty to 
the low cost sector.23 Thus sector 3 is the (domestic) outsourcing sector. 

 Sector 4 is a dom estic sector that uses the ou tput of the lo w cost sector in both periods 
and does not purchase any high cost outputs from sector 2, the high cost sector. 

The value flows between the sectors are shown in  Tab le 1.  The notatio n can b e ex plained as  
follows: q13

t denotes the deliveries of the homogeneous commodity from sector 1 to sector 3 in 
period t and p 13

t is the corresponding (unit value) price for t = 0,1; q 24
t denotes the deliveries of 

                                                 
20  There a re m any d ocumented e xamples o f na rrowly de fined i nput p roducts being available f rom di fferent 
producers f or different p rices. F or e xample, B yrne, K ovak and M ichaels (2 009) re port that, “a fter adjusting for 
changes in product characteristics, the average annual price decline in processed wafers was roughly 12.5 percent 
during t he last  five  years.”  They als o fi nd that  shi fts i n th e lo cation of production to  l ower-cost cou ntries can  
contribute an additional price d ecline of up to 0.8 percent per year.” And Klier and Ruberstein (2009) report that: 
“The mass-produced aluminum wheel is a commodity that is sourced by carmakers on the basis of price.” 
21 Kletzer (2009) explains t hat, “res earch on offshore outs ourcing has pro ceeded without m uch of a link to t he 
domestic outsourcing literature.... Yet the domestic outsourcing literature has implications for offshore outsourcing 
research.” 
22 In appendix A, we will ex tend the analysis in this section to the case where we are dealing with the simultaneous 
outsourcing of N commodities instead of just a single commodity. 
23 Initially, we will assume that Sector 1 continues to deliver output to Sector 3 in period 1. At the end of this section, 
we will consider how to deal with the case where Sector 1 shuts down in period 1. 
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the homogeneous commodity from sector 2 to sector 4 in period t and p 24
t is the corresponding 

(unit value) price for t = 0,1 and q23
1 denotes the deliveries of the homogeneous commodity from 

sector 2 to sector 3 in period 1 and p 23
1 is the corresponding (unit value) price for period 1. 24 For 

each sector, output value flows have a positive sign and input purchases have a negative sign.  

 

Table 1.  Value Flows between the Four Sectors 

Output flows Input flows 

Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4 

Period 0 Value Flows 

0
13

0
13qp  0

24
0
24qp  0

13
0
13qp  0

24
0
24qp  

Period 1 Value Flows 

1
13

1
31qp  ]qpqp 1

24
1
24

1
23

1
23   1

23
1
2

1
13

1
31 qpqp   1

24
1
24qp  

 

 Since sector 1 is a high cost supplier of the commodity and sector 2 is a low cost supplier, 
we assume that the following inequalities hold: 

(1) p 13
0 > p24

0 > 0 ; p13
1 > p24

1 > 0 ; p13
1 > p23

1 > 0 . 

Looking at the sectoral flows exhibited in Table 1, it can be seen that the “true” output price 
index, PT

(1), for Sector 1 is the ratio of  the sector  1 selling pr ice in per iod 1, p 13
1, to the selling 

price in period 0, p 13
0. Sim ilarly, it is easy  to see tha t th e “true” input price index, P T

(4), for  
sector 4 is the ratio of the sector  4 purchase price in period 1, p24

1, to the corresponding purchase 
price in period 0, p24

0; i.e., we have:25 

(2) P T
(1)  p13

1/p13
0 ; PT

(4)  p24
1/p24

0 .  

Determining the true output price index for sector 2 and the true input pric e index for sector 3 is 
more complex since there are two transactions in each of these sectors  in period 1  at different  
prices and thus we do not have  a unique period 1 price f or thes e sectors. However, since the 
commodity being trad ed across sectors is assumed to be hom ogeneous, we follow the 
methodological advice g iven in th e Producer Price Index Manual26 and assume that unit value 

                                                 
24 Normally we would expect p23

1 to be close to p24
1 but the present setup allows for possible price discrimination on 

the part of sector 2. 
25 We assume that the corresponding true quantity index is obtained by deflating the value ratio by the true price 
index. Thus QT

(1)  [p13
1q13

1/p13
0q13

0]/PT
(1) = q13

1/q13
0 and QT

(4)  [p24
1q24

1/p24
0q24

0]/PT
(4) = q24

1/q24
0. 

26  See t he IMF et al. (2 004; 509 -510), Rein sdorf (1993) and D iewert (1 995). Th e idea th at a unit v alue fo r 
homogeneous items is the appropriate price to use in a bilateral index number formula can be t raced back to Walsh 
(1901; 96) (1921; 88) and Davies (1924) (1932).  
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prices for th e commodity are the ap propriate prices to in sert into an ind ex number formula for 
sectors 2 and 3 in period 1. Thus  we define the sector 2 and 3 unit value prices, u2

1 and u 3
1, for 

period 1 as follows: 

(3) u 2
1  [p23

1q23
1 + p24

1q24
1]/[q23

1 + q24
1]  = p23

1S23
1 + p24

1S24
1 ;  

(4) u 3
1  [p13

1q13
1 + p23

1q23
1]/[q13

1 + q23
1]  = p13

1S13
1 + p23

1S23
1,  

where S23
1 is the share of sector 2’s period 1 output that is delivered to sector 3, S24

1 is the share 
of sector 2’s period 1 output th at is delivered to sector  4, S13

1 is the share of sector 3’s period 1 
input that is purchase d from sector 1 and S 23

1 is the share of sector 3’ s period 1 input that is 
purchased from sector 2. These shares are defined as follows: 

(5) S 23
1  q23

1/[q23
1 + q24

1] ; S24
1  q24

1/[q23
1 + q24

1] ; S23
1 + S24

1 = 1 ;  

(6) S 13
1  q13

1/[q13
1 + q23

1] ; S23
1  q23

1/[q13
1 + q23

1] ; S13
1 + S23

1 = 1 . 

Note that th e sector 2 output shares  defined by  (5) and the sector 3 input shares defined by (6) 
are physical shares; not value shares.27 

 With the sector 2  period 1 unit value price u 2
1 defined by (3), the sector 2 true output 

price index can be defined as 

(7) P T
(2)  u2

1/p24
0 = (p23

1/p24
0)S23

1 + (p24
1/p24

0)S24
1 

where the last equation in (7) follows using (3). In a similar fashion, the sector 3 true input price 
index can be defined as  

(8) P T
(3)  u3

1/p13
0 = (p13

1/p13
0)S13

1 + (p23
1/p13

0)S23
1 . 

In principle, there should be no problem s for statistical agencies to com pute the true p rice 
indexes defined by (2), (7) and (8) under the stated conditions. 28 However, there is likely to be a  
problem computing the true input price index for the outsourcing sector, sector 3. The problem is 
that since sector 3  has u sed a new s ource of sup ply in p eriod 1 f or which there is no matching 
source of supply in period 0, it is very like ly that the statis tical agency in charge of com puting 
the Producer Price Inde x will use the f ollowing “matched model” incorrect intermediate input 
price index for sector 3:29  

(9) P I
(3)  p13

1/p13
0 . 

The numerator in this incorrect index is the period 1 price from the high cost supplier, p13
1, rather 

than the unit value pric e, u3
1, which is an averag e price for se ctor 3 input purchases in period 1 

over both high and low co st suppliers. Thus the incorrect sector 3 intermediate input price index 
will have an upward bias relative to the true index. 

                                                 
27 The difference between quantity shares and cost shares is likely to be empirically important when price levels of 
(quality adj usted) products differ, t hough t he latter is ofte n u sed. Moreover, with  p ersistent d ifferences in p rice 
levels between suppliers 1 and 2, growth  in s, if m easured by change in cost share, will understate quantity share 
growth (and estimates of the size of the index bias). We thank Susan Houseman for this observation. 
28 In practice, the stated co nditions will probably not be met and th ere can be many practical p roblems associated 
with the computation of the true indexes. 
29 Recall the discussion in section 5.2 above on product replacement bias. 
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 It is straightforward to develop a formula for this upward bias at the cos t of introducing a 
bit more notation. Let i be the rate of price inflation for deliveries from the high cost supplier to 
sector 3 and let 0 < d < 1 be the discount factor that reflects the proporti onal cost advantage of 
the low cost supplier relative to the high cost supplier in period 1 so that we have: 

(10) (1+i) = p13
1/p13

0 ; (1+i)(1d) = p23
1/p13

0 . 

From definition (8) for the sector 3 true input price index, we have: 

(11) P T
(3) = (p13

1/p13
0)S13

1 + (p23
1/p13

0)S23
1  

         = (1+i)S13
1 + (1+i)(1d)S23

1                                               using (10) 

         = (1+i)  (1+i)dS23
1                                                            since S13

1 + S23
1 = 1 

         = PI
(3)  (1+i)dS23

1                                                              using (9) and (10).  

Define the outsourcing bias B in the incor rect index as th e incorrect index less th e true index . 
Using (11), we thus have:30 

(12) B  PI
(3)  PT

(3) = (1+i)dS23
1 > 0. 

Therefore the outsourcing bias is the product of three factors: 

 The rate of price inflation for the high cost supplier; i.e., 1+i = p13
1/p13

0; 

 The proportional cost advantage of the low co st supplier over the high cost supplier; i.e., 
d = 1  [(p23

1/p13
0)/(p13

1/p13
0)], and 

 The share o f deliveries to secto r 3 in period 1 that are du e to the new lo w cost supplier; 
i.e., S23

1 = q23
1/[q13

1 + q23
1]. 

Thus if rough guesses for the cos t advantage of th e low cost supply price  relative to the cost of  
the product from the higher cost sup pliers being displaced can be m ade along with es timates of 
the input shares displaced, then a rough approximation to the bias in the  intermediate input price 
index could be made using formula (12).31 

 The above analys is sug gests the n eed for a new interm ediate inpu t su rvey that would 
collect price and quantity inform ation from  dome stic producers about th eir interm ediate input 
purchases. This new survey should be designed to reveal information about purchases from  new 
suppliers so that approp riate unit values cou ld be constructed using counterparts to for mula (4) 
above.32 This would not be an easy task! 

                                                 
30 The bias formula (12) is very similar to Diewert’s (1998; 51) formula for outlet substitution bias in the CPI. See 
appendix B in this paper for a brief presentation of key related results from that 1998 paper. 
31 In a ppendix A, we  s how t hat t he bias formula bec omes m ore c omplex when we  generalize t he ab ove one 
homogeneous commodity case to the case of many commodities. However, formula (12) is valuable as a very rough 
approximation to the bias. 
32 However, in order to construct the true indexes, we only need to know the appropriate unit value prices for each 
producer (irre spective of fi nal destination) a nd t he ap propriate unit value prices for each i ntermediate input  
demander (irrespective of source). However, if the PP I program is in tegrated with the International Prices Program 
as well as with t he con struction of i nput output tab les, t hen if it is desirable t o have in formation on t he exp orts 
produced and the imports demanded by each indust rial sector, it will be necessa ry to const ruct unit  value output  
prices f or both e xports a nd del iveries t o domestic dem anders an d t o co nstruct unit val ue i nput p rices for both 
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 The extension of the above analysis  to cover the case of a do mestic sector outsourcing to 
a new foreign supplier is straightforward: simply reinterpret sector 2 as a foreign exporting sector 
(sector 1 could be a foreign or  domestic supplier) and concen trate on the algebra surrounding 
sectors 3 and 4. All of the above algebra can be applied to sectors 3 and 4; only the interpretation 
of the var iables a ssociated with  sec tor 2  (and  p ossibly sector 1) is changed (from  a dom estic 
supplier to a foreign supplier). As before, there are no large conceptual issues with the input 
price index for sector 4, but ag ain there will be problem s constructing the input price index for 
sector 3. Th e sta tistical agency th at has the  task  of  construc ting an  import pr ice index is v ery 
likely to compute the incorrect import price index for sector 3; i.e., w hen a dom estic producer  
switches from one foreign supplier or a dom estic supplier to an of fshore low cos t supplier, it is  
unlikely that the true  input index for sector 3 will be  computed.33 In this case, the bias formula 
(12) is again operative. 

 The need f or a new inte rmediate input price index survey is again highlighted, but now 
that imports are in the pictu re, the survey beco mes more com plex; i.e. , for each sector in the 
domestic economy, intermediate input purchases should be distinguished by their point of origin 
so that it ca n be determined whether the purchases are to be  classified as domestic intermediate 
input or imported input.  

 We conclude this section with some observations on what to do if sector 1 shuts down in 
period 1 so that p 13

1 and q13
1 are not available. W e will consider what could be done in the cas e 

where all four secto rs are dom estic sectors. Th e resulting true indexes  for the sectors can b e 
summarized as follows: 

 It is not possible to compute the true output price index PT
(1) for sector 1; 

 The true ou tput pr ice index f or sector 2 rem ains the sam e as bef ore; i.e., P T
(2) is still 

defined by (7); 

 The true input price index for sector 3 can still be defined by (8) with S 13
1 = 0 and S 23

1 = 
1, so in this case, PT

(3) simplifies to the (unmatched) price ratio p23
1/p13

0; 

 There is no change in the true input price index for sector 4; i.e., PT
(4) is still defined by (2) 

so that PT
(4) = p24

1/p24
0. 

 Thus except for the fact that an output price index for sector 1 can no longer be computed, 
it appears that all of the old algebra associated with the computation of true indexes for sectors 2-
4 goes through if we  simply set S 13

1 equal to 0. This is true  as f ar as it goes but the re are othe r 
complications: 

                                                                                                                                                             
imports and deliveries to the sector from domestic suppliers. If regional production accounts are required, then finer 
unit values for outputs and inputs by regional sector will be required: unit value prices fo r deliveries to each region 
and from each re gion will be re quired to  implement these re gional input output accounts. In the  limit, unit value  
prices for each set o f bilateral transactions between sectors will b e required in order to avoid aggregation bias; see 
Diewert (2007b) or Chapter 19 in th e Producer Price Index Manual for an example of how these bilateral accounts 
could be set up.  
33 If both sectors 1 a nd 2 are foreign sectors, then the intermediate input indexes for domestic sectors 3 an d 4 are 
import price indexes; if sector 1 is a domestic sector and sector 2 is a foreign sector, then the input index for sector 3 
is a hybrid intermediate and import price index whereas the sector 4 input index is a true import price index.  
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 The true input price index for sector 3 is the unmatched price ratio, p23
1/p13

0. Since the in 
this ratio prices come from different suppliers, the statistical agency is unlikely to use this 
index as a deflator for the secto r 3  value ratio.  Instead, th e agency is likely to use the 
deflator associated with a closely related sect or, namely sector 4, as the (incorrect) index 
for sector 3.  The sector 4 price index is p 24

1/p24
0  PI

(3), the ratio of  selling prices for the 
commodity from the ef ficient supplier. With low inflation, this p rice ratio is likely  to be  
close to one and hence will generally be larger than the mixed price ratio, p23

1/p13
0  PT

(3). 
Thus in general, we will have P I

(3) > P T
(3) 34 and the inco rrect index will again have an 

upward bias. But the bias formula is no longer given by (12).35 

 A true index cannot be com puted for sector 1, but a statistical agency m ay want to 
compute a price index f or the out puts produced by sectors 1 and 2 combined s ince this 
index can be computed. Since the two sect ors are producing a hom ogeneous commodity 
by assumption, again th e usual un it value pr icing methodology can be used in order to 
form prices for the combined outpu ts of these two sectors. The appropriate unit value for 
the com bined secto rs in  period 1 turns out to be u 2

1 defined by (3) above. Thus the 
appropriate period 0 unit value is u 0  [p13

0q13
0 + p 24

0q24
0]/[q13

0 + q 24
0] and the resulting 

combined sector true output price index is PT
(1+2)  u2

1/u0. However, the statistical agency 
is not likely to compute this index. Instead, it is likely to use the price index for the most 
closely related secto r (which is sector 2 in th is case) as its index. Th us the incorrect 
combined sector output price index can  be defined as P I

(1+2)  u2
1/p24

0. But under 
assumptions (1),  p24

0 turns out to  be less  than u0, so P I
(1+2) > P T

(1+2). Thus the  incorrect 
index for the combined sectors also has an upward bias. 

 Some tentative conclusions emerge from the above analysis: 

 Basic index number theory has not paid enough attention to th e problems that arise when 
new firms enter and old firms exit and when production units outsource. Further research 
is required to explore how to dea l with the  complications associated with entry, exit and  
outsourcing.36 

 It seems very likely that outsourcing and statistical agency standard operating procedures 
have led to upward bias es in intermediate input and import price indexes. Upward biases 
in input price indexes lead to downward biases in the corresponding quantity indexes and 
have the effect of overstating total factor productivity improvements. 

 Since the value of international trade as a proportion of GDP has inc reased steadily over 
time (until the re cent g reat re cession), it seem s likely that outsou rcing bias h as also  
increased over time. 

 

                                                 
34 This inequality must hold under our assumptions (1) if p23

1 = p24
1; i.e., if th e unit value prices for the low cost 

supplier are the same to sectors 3 and 4 in period 1 so that there is no price discrimination in period 1 by sector 2. 
35 The new bias formula will be B  PI

(3)  PT
(3) = (p24

1/p24
0)  (p23

1/p13
0). 

36 Thus we ag ree wi th A braham and S pletzer ( 2009) t hat: “l ongitudinal dat a o n t he mix of jobs a t i ndividual 
enterprises could be useful for better understanding the dynamics of o utsourcing and offshoring at the level of the 
individual firm.” 
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7. Concluding Thoughts 

 

7.1 Expanding the input-output accounts 

 The I-O tab les s erve as  the fram ework for combining the availab le d ata for es timated 
GDP. The I-O tables are essen tial to em pirical studies of how outsourci ng and off-shoring and 
in-shoring are affecting the U.S. econom y. Po licy m akers would like to know what factors 
account for current U.S. off-shoring. They woul d like to understand and be able to foresee and 
perhaps influence the m ajor effects of off-shor ing on U.S. workers and  the economy. And they  
would like to know what add itional data are  needed to provide a m ore complete assessment of 
the effects and likely trends for outsourcing and for off-shoring.37 

 To allow for foreign engagement, the commodity classification that is used in the present 
supply and use tables must be ex panded. A gross output that is be ing produced by a particular 
industry in a particular commodity  category m ust be further distinguished as being supplied to 
the domestic market or as an export while an intermediate input that is being used by a particular 
industry in a particular commod ity category would be further di stinguished as being purchased 
from a domestic supplier or from  a foreign supplier. Making the above changes to the m ain 
production accounts in SNA 1993 would not be a dramatic methodological leap since the present 
SNA already suggests the above treatment of intermediate inputs as a supplementary table.38 

 Also, one reason that input price indexes ar e needed th at cover im ported as well as 
domestically produced product items is for use by the U.S. Bureau of Economic Analysis (BEA) 
as deflators in com piling data on r eal intermediate input qu antity inputs by indus try, as pa rt of 
the U.S. input-output tables. As of  now, the sa me commodity price deflator is generally used to  
deflate the appropriate comm odity value flows for each and every industry. As Diewert (2007c) 
has noted, this procedure is correct if each industry produces the same mix of micro commodities 
within e ach of  the b road com modity clas ses an d m icro commodity  prices are con stant acro ss 
industries: conditions unlikely to be satisfied for a national economy.  

 The same commodity price index that is used  to deflate outputs across industries is also 
used to deflate intermediate inputs across industries. This multiple use of the same price index is 
justified if each indus try faces th e sam e m icro comm odity prices  (both for outputs and  
intermediate inputs) and uses the same mix of micro commodities as inte rmediate inputs and in 
addition, each indus try produces  the same mix of m icro commodities within each  of the 100 0 
broad commodity classes in the commodity classification: more conditions that are unlikely to be 
satisfied. Unfortunately, there are strong reason s for the m icro comm odity output prices for a 
given commodity class to differ substantiall y from  the corresponding m icro commodity 
intermediate input price s. For exam ple, transportation costs and taxes ca n cause dif ferences of 
this sort.  

 Ideally, the m ake and use tables should be expanded so that we distinguish each 
transaction the delivery of goods and services, toge ther with all the associated transportation and 
trade deals and tax specifics, by the purchaser an d the seller. If we take the latter approach as the 

                                                 
37 See Norwood et al. (2006).  
38 See Table 1 5.5 i n Eu rostat et al . (1993). For a  m ore detailed di scussion of how ex ports a nd i mports co uld be 
introduced into the production accounts, see Diewert (2007a) (2007b) and IMF et al. (2009). 
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ideal, the dim ensionality of the supply and us e tables would be expa nded beyond what could 
conceivably be im plemented in term s of needed  data collection, give n presen t s urvey data 
collection methods at least and business concerns about confidentiality.  

 However, this suggested approach could be partially implemented and the method serves 
as a useful benchm ark for evaluating possible bi ases in existing m ethods. See Diewert (2005)  
(2007c) for a treatm ent of these problem s in a closed econom y context and Diewert (2007a), 
(2007b) for an open economy treatment.  

 

7.2 New approaches to collecting data from businesses 

 Many firms have taken advantage of the low cost of computing and have detailed data on 
all the ir financia l transactions (e.g. , they  have  the va lue of each  sa le and the  quan tity sold  by  
commodity). This opens up the possibility of  the statistical agency’s replacing or supp1ementing 
their surveys on, say, p rices of outp uts, by firm s’ electronic subm ission if the s tatistical agency 
of their co mputerized tran saction histories for a cer tain num ber of periods. 39 This information 
would provide the industry or firm counterparts to the scanner data studies that have proved to be 
so useful in the contex t of the Consumer Price Index. This infor mation would also lead to true 
microeconomic price and quantity indexes at the firm level and to accurate firm  and industry  
productivity indexes.  

 If our purpose is to measure industry productivity, or to measure industry level product or 
labor dem and im pacts, then the answer is reas onably straightforward (but expensive). W hen 
calculating the constan t dollar inpu t-output matrices, each value cell for outputs and each valu e 
cell for inputs needs to b e deflated by a price ind ex that matches up with the value f lows in that 
cell. At p resent, howev er, there simply are no  adequate s urveys on the interindu stry flows of 
services. Even in m anufacturing, where inf ormation on com modity flows is r elatively complete 
thanks to explicit surveys of manufacturing industries, no information on the flow of purchased 
services is collected. 

 More attention needs to be given as well to th e development of basic prices by industry 
and by commodity, i.e. we need accurate informatio n on the exact location of indirect taxes (and 
commodity subsidies) by commodity and industry on both outputs and intermediate inputs. 

 

Appendix A Outsourcing Bias when there are N Commodities Being Outsourced 

 The analysis in the main text that was associated with Table 1 dealt only with the case of 
a single homogeneous commodity. In theory, this analysis could be applied to every single 
outsourced com modity. However, in rea lity, s tatistical ag encies do n ot construct “incor rect” 
indexes at the level of  one com modity. Hence in this Appendix, we will def ine the “incorrect” 
indexes as aggrega tes over N com modities ra ther th an ov er a  sing le com modity. The over all 
message will remain the same but the details will of course be more complex. 

 In th is m ore gene ral s etup, inste ad of  assuming that sector 3 out sources only one 
commodity, we will assum e that sec tor 3  simultaneously out sources N homogeneous 

                                                 
39 For more on new ways of collecting price data, see  also Gudmundsdottir, Gudnason and Jonsdottir (2008) and 
Grimm, Moulton and Wasshausen (2002). 
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commodities; i.e., sector 3 switches some of its input needs from sector 1 (the high cost supplier) 
to secto r 2 (the low co st supplier) for N comm odities. T hus the flows in Table 1 are still 
applicable except that now each price and quantity is to be interp reted as a price a nd quantity  
vector and the old ordinary products of price and quantity  are  now to  be in terpreted as inner  
products of the corresponding pri ce and quantity vectors. Thus th e old value flow of supplies 
from sector 1 to sect or 3 in period t, p 13

tq13
t, is now replaced by p13

tq13
t  n=1

N p13n
tq13n

t for t = 
0,1 where p 13

t is defined as the price vector [p 131
t,p132

t,...,p13N
t] and where q 13

t is defined as the 
quantity vector [q131

t,q132
t,...,q13N

t] for t = 0,1. Similarly, the value flows from sector 2 to sector 4 
in period t, p 24

tq24
t, is  now replaced by th e inner produc t p 24

tq24
t  n=1

N p24n
tq24n

t for t  = 0,1  
where p 24

t is defined as th e pr ice ve ctor [p 241
t,p242

t,...,p24N
t] and where q 24

t is defined as the 
quantity vector [q241

t,q242
t,...,q24N

t] for t = 0,1. Finally, th e value flow from sector 2 to sector 3 in 
period 1, p23

1q23
1, is replaced by the inner product, p23

1q23
1.      

 Let pt and q t be generic price and quantity vectors pertaining to a se ctor for pe riods t =  
0,1. Then the Laspeyres and Paasche price indexes, PL and PP, are defined as follows: 

(A1) P L(p0,p1,q0,q1)  p1q0/p0q0 ; PP(p0,p1,q0,q1)  p1q1/p0q1 . 

The Fisher (1922) ideal price index, PF, is defined as the geom etric mean of the L aspeyres and 
Paasche price indexes: 

(A2) P F(p0,p1,q0,q1)  [PL(p0,p1,q0,q1)PP(p0,p1,q0,q1)]1/2. 

The Fishe r price  index  can b e jus tified as a “best” index from  both the view point of  th e 
economic approach to index num ber theory as well as from the axiom atic or test approach 40 and 
so we will use it as our preferred “true” index in what follows.  

 Looking at Table 1 in the m ain text with our new interpretation of the value flows, it can 
be seen that there are no outsour cing switching problems associated with the sector 1 and sector 
4 value flo ws. Thus we can define the true output price index for sector 1, PT

(1), as the Fisher 
index PF(p13

0,p13
1,q13

0,q13
1) and the true input price index for sector 4, PT

(4), as the Fisher ind ex 
PF(p24

0,p24
1,q24

0,q24
1). However, for sectors 2 and 3, it is necessary to define unit value prices for 

the N commodities in period 1 as follows: 

(A3) u 2n
1  [p23n

1q23n
1 + p24n

1q24n
1]/[q23n

1 + q24n
1]  = p23n

1S23n
1 + p24n

1S24n
1 ;      n = 1,...,N ;  

(A4) u 3n
1  [p13n

1q13n
1 + p23n

1q23n
1]/[q13n

1 + q23n
1]  = p13n

1S13n
1 + p23n

1S23n
1 ;      n = 1,...,N 

where the sector 2 and 3 (physical) quantity shares for commodity n in period 1 are defined as  
follows: 

(A5) S 23n
1  q23n

1/[q23n
1 + q24n

1] ; S24n
1  q24n

1/[q23n
1 + q24n

1] ; S23n
1 + S24n

1 = 1 ; n = 1,...,N;  

(A6) S 13n
1  q13n

1/[q13n
1 + q23n

1] ; S23n
1  q23n

1/[q13n
1 + q23n

1] ; S13n
1 + S23n

1 = 1 ; n = 1,...,N. 

Let the vector of sector 2 unit value prices for period 1 be u 2
1  [u21

1,u22
1,...,u2N

1] where the u 2n
1 

are defined  by (A3) and let vector of sect or 3 unit value prices for period 1 be u 3
1  

[u31
1,u32

1,...,u3N
1] where the u 3n

1 are defined by (A4). T he pe riod 1 quantity vectors that 
correspond to these unit value vecto rs in period  1 are q 23

1+q24
1 for sector 2 and q 13

1+q23
1 for 

                                                 
40 See Diewert (1976) (1992) and the Producer Price Index Manual. 
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sector 3. Thus our true indexes for sectors 2 and 3 are defined to be th e following Fisher id eal 
price indexes:  

(A7) P T
(2)  PF(p24

0,u2
1,q24

0,q23
1+q24

1)  

         = [PL(p24
0,u2

1,q24
0,q23

1+q24
1)PP(p24

0,u2
1,q24

0,q23
1+q24

1)]1/2; 

(A8) P T
(3)  PF(p13

0,u3
1,q13

0,q13
1+q23

1)  

         = [PL(p13
0,u3

1,q13
0,q13

1+q23
1)PP(p13

0,u3
1,q13

0,q13
1+q23

1)]1/2. 

 In principle, there should be no problem  in principle for a statistical ag ency to com pute 
the true output price index PT

(2) defined by (A7) since this index makes use of the sector specific 
unit values defined above by (A3).41  However, there is likely to be a problem computing the true 
input price index, P T

(3) defined by (A8), for the outsourcing sector, sector 3. The problem  is that 
as sector 3 has switched to a new supplier in period 1 for the N commodities under consideration, 
there will b e no m atching source f or these supplies in period 0, and so it is very lik ely that the 
statistical a gency in ch arge of  co mputing the  Producer P rice Index f or sec tor 3 will use  the  
following “matched model” incorrect intermediate input price index for sector 3:  

(A9) P I
(3)  [PL(p13

0,p13
1,q13

0,q13
1)PP(p13

0,p13
1,q13

0,q13
1)]1/2 . 

 Note that th e incor rect index P I
(3) is the geom etric mean of the Laspey res and Paasche 

price indexes, P L(p13
0,p13

1,q13
0,q13

1) and P P(p13
0,p13

1,q13
0,q13

1), and these indexes use only th e 
price and qu antity data that pe rtains to th e “traditional” supplier of the N com modities for both 
periods, which is sector 1. Since sector 1 is a high cost  supplier, we can expect P I

(3) to be higher 
than the true index, PT

(3). In the following paragraphs, we will develop f ormulae that will enable 
us to determine the magnitude of this upward bias in the incorrect index. 

 It is a bit to o messy to develop a b ias formula for the d ifference PI
(3) less P T

(3) but it is  
fairly easy to develop b ias form ulae for the differences between the L aspeyres an d Paasche 
components in each of these index es. Thus we  start our analysis by converting the high cost 
supplier price rela tives, p 13n

1/p13n
0, and the low cost supplier pric es in period 1 relative to th e 

corresponding high cost supplier prices in period 0, p 23n
1/p13n

0, into commodity specific inflation 
rates as follows: 

(A10) p 13n
1/p13n

0  (1+in) ;       n = 1,...,N ; 

(A11) p 23n
1/p13n

0  (1dn)(1+in);      n = 1,...,N 

where d n is  a proportional discount factors which gives the cost a dvantage of  the low co st 
supplier f or com modity n. W e assum e that thes e discoun t f actors a re positiv e so that we a re 
assuming the following inequalities: 

(A12) 0 < dn < 1;        n = 1,...,N. 

 We start our analysis by looking at the Laspeyres component PTL
(3) in the true input price 

index defined by (A8): 

                                                 
41 Thus if the sector is an estab lishment, these unit values can in principle be calculated by the statistical agency if 
all of the sales of t hat establishment for the N commodities are recorded by the establishment in each period with a 
price and quantity breakdown for each sale of these commodities (and these data are made available to the statistical 
agency). 
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(A13) P TL
(3)  PL(p13

0,u3
1,q13

0,q13
1+q23

1)  

            u3
1q13

0/p13
0q13

0 

           = n=1
N [p13n

1S13n
1 + p23n

1S23n
1]q13n

0/p13
0q13

0   using definitions (A4) 

           = n=1
N [(p13n

1/p13n
0)S13n

1 + (p23n
1/p13n

0)S23n
1]p13n

0q13n
0/p13

0q13
0 

           = n=1
N [(1+in)S13n

1 + (1dn)(1+in)S23n
1]p13n

0q13n
0/p13

0q13
0 using (A10) and (A11) 

           = n=1
N [(1+in)S13n

1 + (1dn)(1+in)S23n
1]s13n

0   using (A14) below 

           = n=1
N (1+in)s13n

0  n=1
N dn(1+in)S23n

1s13n
0   using (A6) 

where the period 0 expenditure shares on the N commodities by sector 3 are defined as follows: 

(A14) s 13n
0  p13n

0q13n
0/p13

0q13
0;       n = 1,...,N.  

 It is straightforward to show that n=1
N (1+in)s13n

0 is the incorrect Laspeyres component, 
PL(p13

0,p13
1,q13

0,q13
1), in the incorrect Fisher price index fo r sector 3 defined by (A9) above; i.e.,  

we have: 

(A15) P IL
(3)  PL(p13

0,p13
1,q13

0,q13
1) = n=1

N (1+in)s13n
0. 

Thus if we define the bias BL in the incorrect Laspeyres index as the difference between P IL
(3) 

and PTL
(3), using (A13) and (A15), we have the following expression for this bias: 

(A16) B L  PIL
(3)  PTL

(3) = n=1
N dn(1+in)S23n

1s13n
0 > 0 

where the inequality follows from the nonnegativity of the physical shares S23n
1 (with at least one 

of these shares pos itive), the pos itivity of  the base per iod expenditure shar es s 13n
0 and th e 

positivity of  the  discou nt f actors d n. It can be seen that th e bi as formula (A16) has the sam e 
general s tructure as the bias  form ula (12 ) in the m ain tex t exc ept th at now, the base period 
expenditure shares s13n

0 of the outsourcing sector on the N commodities that were outsourced in 
period 1 enter into the formula. 

 We now need to repeat the abov e analysis for the Paasche component of the true index 
PT

(3) de fined by (A8) and the Paasche component of the incorrect index PI
(3) de fined by (A9). 

Define these Paasche components as follows: 

(A17) P TP
(3)  PP(p13

0,u3
1,q13

0,q13
1+q23

1)  u3
1(q13

1+q23
1)/p13

0(q13
1+q23

1) ; 

(A18) P IP
(3)  PP(p13

0,p13
1,q13

0,q13
1)          p13

1q13
1/p13

0q13
1 .     

In place of the base period expenditure shares s 13n
0, for our Paasche analysis, we will require two 

sets of expenditure weights that use the pr ices of period 0 but quantities that  pertain to period 1. 
Thus define the following two sets of hybrid expenditure shares:   

(A19) s n
01  p13n

0q13n
1/p13

0q13
1;      n = 1,...,N ;  

(A20) s n
01*  p13n

0 (q13n
1+q23n

1)/p13
0(q13

1+q23
1);    n = 1,...,N. 

The expenditure shares s n
01 use the base period prices for sector 3, p 13

0, and the deliveries of the 
high cost s ector to secto r 3 in perio d 1, q 13

1, whereas the expenditu re shares sn
01* use the bas e 

period prices for sector 3, p 13
0, as the price vector and the sum of all delive ries to sector 3 in  

period 1, q13
1+q23

1, as the quantity vector.           
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 We start our analysis of the bias in the Paasche com ponents of the true and incorrect 
Fisher indexes by looking at the Paasche component PTP

(3) of the true in put price index defined 
by (A8). Using definition (A17), we have  

(A21) P TP
(3)  u3

1(q13
1+q23

1)/p13
0(q13

1+q23
1)  

          = n=1
N [p13n

1S13n
1 + p23n

1S23n
1][q13n

1 +q23n
1]/p13

0[q13
1+q23

1] using (A4) 

          = n=1
N [(p13n

1/p13n
0)S13n

1 + (p23n
1/p13n

0)S23n
1]sn

01*   using (A20) 

          = n=1
N [(1+in)S13n

1 + (1dn)(1+in)S23n
1] sn

01*     using (A10) and (A11) 

          = n=1
N (1+in)sn

01*  n=1
N dn(1+in)S23n

1sn
01*   using (A6). 

In a sim ilar fashion, we look at the Paasche component PIP
(3) of the incorrec t input price index 

defined by (A9). Using definition (A18), we have: 

(A22) P IP
(3)  p13

1q13
1/p13

0q13
1   

          = n=1
N (p13n

1/p13n
0)p13n

0q13n
1/p13

0q13
1 

          = n=1
N (1+in)sn

01     using (A10) and (A19). 

Define the bias BP in the incorrect Paasche index as the difference between P IP
(3) and P TP

(3). 
Using (A21) and (A22), we have the following expression for this bias: 

(A23) B P  PIP
(3)  PTP

(3)  

      = n=1
N (1+in)sn

01  n=1
N (1+in)sn

01* +  n=1
N dn(1+in)S23n

1s13n
01* 

      = n=1
N (1+in)[sn

01  sn
01*] +  n=1

N dn(1+in)S23n
1s13n

01*. 

Under normal conditions, the first term in th e last line  of (A23) will b e close to z ero42 and thus 
the second term , n=1

N dn(1+in)S23n
1s13n

01*, will dom inate. Since this second te rm is positive  
under our assumptions, the Paasche component of the bias, BP, will usually be positive. Note that 
this second term  has the sam e general form as the Laspeyres bias com ponent BL defined above 
by (A16).  

 If we appro ximate the true Fish er index P T
(3) defined by (A8) by the arithmetic mean of 

its Laspeyres and Paasche com ponents and we approxim ate the incorrect Fisher index P I
(3) 

defined by (A9) by the arithm etic mean of its Laspeyres  and Paasche components, then the bias 
expressions (A16) and (A23) can be used to form an overall estimate of the bias in the incorrect 
Fisher index.     

 The above techniques can also b e used to develop bias formulae for elementary indexes; 
i.e., price indexes that use only price inform ation for the two periods under consideration. 43 We 
will finish this Appendix by developing bias formulae for the Carli and Jevons indexes applied to 
sector 3. 

                                                 
42 If all of the commodity specific inflation rates for the high cost producer are equal (i.e., the in are all equal), then it 
can be seen that the first term on the right hand side of (A23) will vanish since the two sets of shares sum to one. 
This term will  also be zero  i f t he correlation  between th e v ector of commo dity sp ecific inflatio n rates i n an d th e 
vector of differences in the shares is zero. 
43 For general discussions on elementary indexes, see Diewert (1995) and the IMF et al. (2004; 508-524).   
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 The true Carli price index for sector 3, PTC
(3), is simply the arithmetic average of the ratio 

of the unit values for this sector; i.e., we have: 

(A24) PTC
(3)  n=1

N (1/N)(u3n
1/p13n

0) 

         = n=1
N (1/N)(p13n

1S13n
1 + p23n

1S23n
1)/p13n

0   using definitions (A4) 

         = n=1
N (1/N)[(p13n

1/p13n
0)S13n

1 + (p23n
1/p13n

0)S23n
1] 

         = n=1
N (1/N)[(1+in)S13n

1 + (1dn)(1+in)S23n
1]   using (A10) and (A11) 

         = n=1
N (1/N)(1+in)  n=1

N dn(1+in)S23n
1   using (A6) 

          = PIC
(3)  n=1

N dn(1+in)S23n
1 

where the incorrect Carli index is defined as 

(A24) P IC
(3)  n=1

N (1/N)(p3n
1/p13n

0) = n=1
N (1/N)(1+in). 

Thus the incorrect Carli index is d efined as the arithmetic mean of the matched prices for sector 
3; i.e., p 3n

1 is used in p lace of the th eoretically preferred u nit valu e prices for period 1, u 3n
1. 

Define the Carli index bias, B C, for secto r 3 as the in correct Carli in dex less the correct Carli 
index. Using (A24), we have: 

(A25) B C  PIC
(3)  PTC

(3) = n=1
N dn(1+in) n=1

N dn(1+in)S23n
1 > 0 

where the inequality follows from the positiv ity of the d n and 1+i n and the nonnegativity of the 
quantity shares S23n

1 (with at leas t one such share being positive). Thus the incorrect Carli index 
will have an upward bias.   
 The true Jevons price index for sector 3, P TC

(3), is simply the geometric mean of the ratio 
of the unit values for this sector; i.e., we have: 

(A26) P TJ
(3)  n=1

N [u3n
1/p13n

0]1/N 

          = n=1
N [(p13n

1S13n
1 + p23n

1S23n
1)/p13n

0]1/N   using definitions (A4) 

          = n=1
N [(1+in)S13n

1 + (1dn)(1+in)S23n
1)]1/N    using (A10) and (A11) 

          = n=1
N [(1+in)  dn(1+in)S23n

1)]1/N    using (A6) 

          = [n=1
N (1+in)1/N][n=1

N (1  dnS23n
1)1/N] 

          = PIJ
(3) n=1

N (1  dnS23n
1)1/N 

where the incorrect Jevons index is defined as 

(A27) P IJ
(3)  n=1

N [p3n
1/p13n

0]1/N = n=1
N (1+in)1/N. 

Thus the incorrect Jevons index is defined as the geometric mean of the matched prices for sector 
3; i.e., p 3n

1 is used in p lace of the th eoretically preferred u nit valu e prices for period 1, u 3n
1. 

Define the Jevons index bias relative bias, BJ, for sector 3 as the incorrect Jevons index divided 
by the correct Jevons index. Using (A26), we have: 

(A28) B J  PIJ
(3)/PTJ

(3) = PIJ
(3)/{PIJ

(3) n=1
N (1  dnS23n

1)1/N} = 1/n=1
N (1  dnS23n

1)1/N} > 1 
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where the inequality f ollows f rom the inequa lities 0 < d n < 1 and the nonnegativity of the 
quantity shares S 23n

1 (w ith at least one such sh are being p ositive). Th us the inco rrect J evons 
index will have an upward bias.   
 

Appendix B Diewert’s Approximations for Recognized CPI Bias Problems44 

 This appendix first takes up three kinds of substitution: “at the elementary index level,” at 
the commodity level, and between outlets. Biases  associated with the introduction of new goods 
are then considered. 

 An elementary good is a narrowly defined commodity purchased at a specific retail outlet. 
At this lev el of  def inition, survey inf ormation about consu mer expenditur es is not availab le. 
Households may purchase a comm odity, defined m ore broadly as in the consum er expenditure 
surveys and  in th e inp ut-output ta bles, a t a  v ariety of prices at d ifferent outlets. The price 
heterogeneity at the e lementary level of aggregation must somehow be summarized as a single  
price tha t can be inser ted into  an index num ber formula. The approp riate p rice that shou ld be  
inserted into an index number formula at the lowest level of aggregation appears to be an “outlet 
unit value,” defined as the total value of the co mmodity sold duri ng the tim e period at a given 
sample of outlets divided by the corresponding quantity sold at all of the sampled outlets.45 

 Elementary substitution bias EB  can be defined as the difference between the fixed base 
Laspeyres index LP  and the corresponding Fisher index FP , where the pr ices in thes e indexes 
refer to some hom ogeneous component of the C PI. The Appendix shows that this bias will be 
approximately equal to one-half the Laspeyres price index PL times the variance of the inflation-
adjusted percentage changes in prices among the goods examined: 

(B1) )(Var)i1)(2/1(PPB FLE  , 

where i is the inflation rate in the C PI component as measured by its Laspeyres price index; that  
is, EPi1  . For the purposes of  illustration, assume that the variance of the percentage change 
in prices is .005. Then, accord ing to the for mula, inflation rates at the present level of about 2 
percent will im ply that the Laspeyres index is  upwardly biased by .00255, or .255 percentage 
points. 

 In the case of commodity substitution bias, this calculation can be rep eated, except that, 
in this case, the aggregation is happening across different commodity prices instead of prices for 
the same commodity across different outlets. It is difficult to say a p riori whether the variability 
of outlet prices f or the sam e commodity is gre ater or le ss than the var iability of  prices ac ross 
commodities. But if  we stick with a varianc e e stimate of  .005 and an inf lation es timate of 2 
percent, then commodity substitution bias would be anothe r .255 perce ntage points. These two 
effects taken together would represent an upward bias of .5 percentage points. 

 Now let us  return to the subjec t of outlet substitution bias, which was assum ed away by 
the ear lier f ormulation. Suppose that discoun t ou tlets m ove into a m arket area and capture 
market share f rom tradition al high  cost retaile rs. If  dif ferences in th e services provided by  

                                                 
44 This subsection draws heavily on Diewert (1998). 
45 Diewert (1995; 20-24) discusses this approach. 
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discount and traditional retailer s are neglected (a con troversial assumption), then a  rea sonable 
concept of the “tru e” price index is the average price (or un it value) paid by consumers over all 
outlets; see Reinsdorf (1993), Hill (1993, 399) , and Diewert (1995; 28). In this case, the 
relationship between the Laspeyres index and the true price index can be defined as: 

(B2) )d1)(i1(s)i1)(s1(PT  , 

where (1 + i) = PL is the Laspeyres price index for the traditional retailers in the current period, s 
is the m arket share captured by low cost retailers in the current period and d is the percentag e 
discount of  the low cost retailer ov er traditional retailers.  This f ormula implicitly assumes that 
the discount is constant in the two periods and the period-to-period trend in discount retail prices 
is the s ame as the trad itional r etailer’s trend. Essentially, this f ormula says tha t to take th e 
discount stores into account, one must weight the existing Laspeyres measure of inflation by  the 
discount store share of the m arket and their low er prices. The outlet su bstitution bias --  that is, 
the gap between the true index and the original Laspeyres index-then works out to be: 

(B3) sd )i1(PPB TL0  . 

 For a back -of-the-envelope estim ate of th e ou tlet subs titution b ias, a ssume that the 
increased market sh are (s) cap tured by low cost reta ilers in a given year is  2 percent, a rather  
conservative estim ate, and that th e percen tage discount (d) of the low cost re tailer ove r 
traditional retailers is 20 percent. Then, if the Laspeyres index i1  was 1.02, the upward bias of 
this measure over a “true” index would be .0041, or .41 percentage points. 

 We turn out attention now to the issues of quality change and new goods bias. Every year, 
statistical a gencies f ind that som e of  the com modities tha t they a re p ricing in va rious outlets 
disappear. Although disappearan ce from one outlet does not m ean that the good has vanished 
altogether from  the m arket, statistical agenci es typically require th at the good be found and 
priced in th e same outlet, as a way  of m inimizing any variation in pric e related to location or 
quality of service at various outlets. The typical disappearance rate of goods from the outlet 
where they were previously surveyed is about 20 percent per year.  

In m any cases, the statistical agen cy will sim ply “link in ” the n ew m odel, a pr ocess which  
involves looking at price changes in the old model up to a point in time, and then after that point, 
looking at price changes in the new model. After two periods of pricing the new model, the price 
ratio for the new m odel can be aggregated or “linked” in  with the price ratios of old models that 
have not dis appeared.  This approach works if any quality dif ferences between the  two m odels 
are reflected by the price differen ce between  them. But m ore typica lly, the new  m odel has 
improved efficiency which is not fully offset by its price.  

 For a rough measure of the bias created here, the true price index is assumed to be  

(B4) )e1/()i1(s)i1)(s1(PT  ,  

where )i1(PL   is the Laspeyres index calcu lated by the statistical agency, s, is the share of 
commodities that have been replac ed by new m odels and e is the pe rcentage inc rease in the  
efficiency of new m odels that is m issed when the new m odels are linked into the index. Notice 
that this f ormulation is parallel to the ear lier discussion of outlet substi tution b ias: there, the 
weights were the growing m arket share of discount  stores and their pri ce difference; here, the 
weights are the market share of the new models and their efficiency (or quality) difference. 
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 The  quality change bias QB  is then the difference between LP  and TP , which is: 

(B5) )e1/(se)i1(PPB TLQ  . 

Assume that inflation as m easured by the Laspeyres index is 2 percent, so that 02.1)i1(  . 
Assume further that the share of  commodities that have be en replaced by new  models (s) is .1,  
which may be too high for m any commodity categories, and  that th e percentage increase in th e 
efficiency of new models (e) which was missed by the linking procedure is .05, which will be too 
low for m any classes o f electron ic goods. Then the quality  change bia s will be .0049, or .49 
percentage points. 

 The appearance of new goods offers an addi tional problem  for a fi xed-weight index. 
Again, such goods can be “linked” into the inde x over time, but it often takes a period of years 
before the new good is actually included in the ba sket. When a new produc t is’ introduced into 
the market, it generally has a high price which is reduced in subsequent periods. Since statistical 
agencies do not introduce new goods into their commodity ba skets until the new product has  
become important in the market, they often miss this early decline in price.  

For the period before the new good appears, we  can follow Hicks (1940; 114) and im agine an 
imputed price for the new good th at would cause consum ers to  dem and zero units of it.  
Statistical agencies also miss the (imputed) price decline of a new product in the period when the 
new good makes its first appearance.  

 In the spirit of the earlier estim ates, a rough estimate of the ne glect of new goods begins 
with a true price index, TP , defined by  

(B6) )d1)(i1(s)2/1()i1)(s)2/1(1(PT  , 

where LP)i1(   is the Laspeyres estimate of overall price change, s is the market share of new 
goods which have not yet been introduced into the basket of commodities and d is the percentage 
decline in the prices of the new goods from their initial imputed prices.’ The new goods bias NB  
will be the difference between LP  and TP : 

(B7) sd )i1)(2/1(PPB TLN  . 

Again assu me that the inf lation rate is 2 perc ent, so tha t )i1(PL   is 1.02. A ssume that th e 
share of new commodities that are not in the statis tical agency basket is .05 and that the ave rage 
decline in price that was m issed was 20 percen t. Then, the new goods bias is .0051, or .51 
percentage points. 

 New goods bias is an even m ore pervasive phenomenon than it may appear at first sight. 
From the viewpoint of the lo cal m arket p lace, the in troduction of  an  increased selection of  
commodities create s new goods bi as even though the newly availab le com modities are not 
“new” in a global sense. 

 The Paasche index under our assumptions is 

(B8) 111
P })]d1)(i1[(s)i1)(s1{(P   . 

We approximate this weighted harmonic m ean by the corresponding weighted arithm etic mean 
so that 
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(B9) ).d1)(i1(s)i1)(s1(PP   

Finally, define the true index TP  to be the Fisher index, )2/1(
PLF )PP(P   and approximate the 

geometric mean by the arithmetic mean so that  

(B10) )]d1)(i1)(s1)[(2/1()i1)(2/1(P)2/1(P)2/1(P PLT  . 

For alternative models of the true price index under these conditions, see Diewert (1987; 378). 

 Traditional index num ber th eory assum es that an unchanging set of products being 
purchased at an unchanging list of outlets are being aggregated is constant and unchanging over 
time. Unfortunately, th e real world is not  so  accommodating : new products, outlets and 
consumers appear; other products. outlets and consumers disappear. This appendix may have left 
the impression that it is relatively easy for statistical agencies to control for biases in the CPI that 
result from departures from the assumptions of traditional index number theory. However, all of 
the methods discussed in the previous section that could be used to estimate biases suffer from a 
lack of reproducibility. As the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (1997; 19 ) has noted, it m ust use 
methods that are objective, reproducible and verifiable.  
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